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My Cart. Contact Us. Men's Levi's Jeans Shop Now. Free Returns on Boots and Shoes. Wrangler
jeans have been one of the most trusted jeans brands for many years, and now they've
branched out and created a line of jeans for women that busy ladies are sure to love. Aura
Western jeans for women come in a variety of sizes, fits and colors to accommodate women of
all shapes and lifestyles, from classy over dyed flare jeans perfect for a casual office setting to
regular rise flare jeans that are comfortable enough to wear while riding the horse or doing
chores around the barn. Whether you're a fast-paced urban cowgirl or a laid-back country girl,
Wrangler Aura jeans are sure to have something that fits and flatters. These women's jeans are
made of 99 percent cotton and 1 percent Lycra to provide maximum comfort and movement for
all-day wear, even during high-energy activities. They feature a regular rise that is flattering at
any age, a subtle bottom flare that fits over boots or heels and a dark rinse for a sleek, stylish
look. Aura from the Women at Wrangler also created a pair of jeans designed specifically to slim
your problem areas and flatter your assets, giving you a boost of confidence with each wear.
The Instantly Slimming Stretch Jeans offer a bit of Spandex for a comfortable stretch that never
squeezes or pinches, a no gap waistband that fits close to the waist even while sitting and a
long, lean silhouette that you won't find with any other jeans. These jeans are available in a
large variety of sizes from 4 to 20 and lengths from short to tall, making them ideal for
fashionable ladies of any body type. The Aura Instantly Slimming Stretch jeans are available in
your choice of a tinted mid-stone wash or a turquoise tinted wash to match your wardrobe as
well. For the reliable, timeless construction of Wrangler jeans tailored to perfectly fit a woman's
unique body, shop Wrangler Aura jeans from Langston's. Store Locations. I bought six pairs of
jeans. I tried the , , , and styles of Levi's. The was far away the best fit and look!!! It's the perfect
fit and Langston's has a great price. The was a little more baggy but also looked second best
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at Wrangler also created a pair of jeans designed specifically to slim your problem areas and
flatter your assets, giving you a boost of confidence with each wear. The Instantly Slimming
Stretch Jeans offer a bit of Spandex for a comfortable stretch that never squeezes or pinches, a
no gap waistband that fits close to the waist even while sitting and a long, lean silhouette that
you won't find with any other jeans. These jeans are available in a large variety of sizes from 4
to 20 and lengths from short to tall, making them ideal for fashionable ladies of any body type.
The Aura Instantly Slimming Stretch jeans are available in your choice of a tinted mid-stone
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not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition:
Pre-owned : An item that has been used or worn previously. See all condition definitions opens in a new window or tab. Condition: Really nice condition! No rips or stains.
Measurements :. Waist: 32" Thigh: 11" Rise: 10" Inseam: Please message me for details and
questions for a fast response. Thank you for your purchase and support of my small business.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
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Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Featuring a signature tummy
control panel, slimming side seams, and comfortable no-gap waistband, these jeans flatter
feminine curves while being comfortable with a bit of stretch. Classic mid rise fit with five
pocket and bootcut styling give a traditional western appeal, perfect for dressing up or down.
Flattering and super comfortable, the Aura jeans will quickly become a go-to in any
western-inspired wardrobe. Aura from the Women at Wrangler Size Chart:. Comments: I love
that these jeans actually fit at the belly button, no fat roll hanging over the top! Finally, mid-rise
that really is mi
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d-rise. The downside, they stretch A LOT! Buy a full size down as they stretch that much! I have
to wear A belt or they literally fall off my hips! From: Kathleen - USA. Customer Reviews. Wish
List. Product Details Wrangler Item No. Standing comfortably with legs slightly apart, measure
from just below the crotch to the bottom of the ankle. Please Note: If you don't have a
measuring tape, use a piece of string and hold it alongside a ruler. For the best fit, it is
recommended that you measure without clothing. Denim Care Machine Wash. Customer
Reviews Submit a Review Comments: I love that these jeans actually fit at the belly button, no
fat roll hanging over the top! Comes in 1 Color. Best Seller. All Rights Reserved. Actual sales
may not have occurred at this price. We use cookies to make our website and your shopping
experience effective, secure and user-friendly. If you stay on this website, you agree to the use
of cookies. You'll find more information on cookies at Data Protection.

